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Why start your flight out of Melbourne with a traffic jam when our comfy new rooms are

just 400 metres from the airport? Park for free, stay overnight, enjoy a Fresh Start Breakfast

and you’re relaxed and ready. Stroll to your flight or we can drive you...no hassle.

Rate is per room, per night subject to availability, valid til 31/8/2005. Breakfast is a Fresh Start Buffet Breakfast in the 

hotel restaurant. Offer not valid in conjunction with any other promotion or offer. Conditions apply.

For reservations or information, log on to 
www.holidayinn.com.au, or call 1300 666 747.

1 Centre Road Melbourne Airport, VIC 3045 Australia.

traffic jams, 
or strawberry jam?

$140
Accommodation only

$160
Including breakfast
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BRITAIN, EUROPE AND ROUND THE WORLD. 

W I T H  O V E R  3 0  Y E A R S  E X P E R I E N C E W E  A R E  T H E  W O R L D W I D E ,  T A I L O R M A D E  T R A V E L  E X P E R T S

T H E  T R A V E L  E X P E R T S

372 Lonsdale Street, Melbourne 3000> MON-FRI 9-6PM, SAT 9-4PM, SUN/PUB HOLS PHONE ENQUIRIES ONLY 10-3PM > PRICES & TAXES ARE FROM PER PERSON, TWIN SHARE.  > CONDITIONS APPLY > TRAILFINDERS (AUSTRALIA) P/L > LIC. NO. 32343

EUROPE ON SALE!
Incl. Return airfare to London plus a 
FREE European side-trip.
Flying Qantas & British Airways.
Plus tax $367

ROUND THE WORLD
E.g. Bangkok - Saigon - Munich - Prague - 
San Francisco surface Los Angeles.
Where in the world will you go?
Plus tax $410

FLY FREE TO CAIRNS* 
*When you spend 4 nights at PEPPERS 
BLOOMFIELD LODGE. Incl. 4 nts with
meals at Bloomfield, transfers plus 
1 nt in Cairns. Per person twin share.

EUROPE BUSINESS CLASS
Unbeatable value airfare.
Additional European side-trips 
permitted at $470. 
Plus tax $367

1300 651 900
W O R L D W I D E  T R A V E L

1300 780 756
FIRST & BUSINESS CLASS

for special travel offers by email subscribe at

trailfinders.com.au $5080

$1650

$1629

$1465

DC3 Australian
Air Holidays

Northern Winter Program - Brochure Out Now!

6 days July25

Aircraft used on DC3 Australian Air Holidays supplied by Air Nostalgia P/L  AOC:VT578811        TAL32076

$3985 per person twin share
$200 single supplement

! Shearers Hall of Fame, Hay
! Bourke on the Darling River
! Nardoo Station, Cunnamulla
! Cober Heritage Centre
! Mt Drysdale Cattle Station
! De Bortoli Winery, Griffith

Phone 98751422
www.dc3ausairholidays.com
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Discover
OUTBACK NSW
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www.worldexpeditions.com.au
call 1300 720 000 or register online

Vietnam . Cambodia . Laos
Slide Show: Thu 16 June at 6:00pm
Hear about our unique range of fully inclusive small
group adventures in South East Asia, including Vietnam,
Laos, Cambodia, Thailand and Borneo.

Taste of China escorted by Kylie Kwong
13 Day Trip: Departures 05 Sept 2005 & 28 Mar 2006
This journey has been superbly handcrafted to give you
an insight into the history of Chinese cuisine with
hands on cooking demonstrations with Kylie Kwong
and top local chefs. We will also visit the must-see
highlights of China.

Call NOW to receive a copy of our new
‘ACTIVE ADVENTURES’ brochure

Selling your car? 
Call The Age now on 13 22 43
or visit theage.com.au/drive
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Bid silent by what we have seen,
we return to the car and set up
camp for the night.

The light fades quickly, too
quickly as it always seems to in the
desert, preceded by an hour of
heartbreaking light which
transforms the Jebel Acacus into
a venerable and luminous
cathedral of orange and golden
stones.

The camp fire wards off the
evening chill which has arrived as
quickly as the night. Sheikh, our
elderly Tuareg guide of chiselled,
angular features, says nothing, as
is his wont. Instead, he builds a
campfire. He then retires to the
perimeter of light to sit apart and
look out into the desert, a picture
of solitary and impenetrable
dignity.

Sallah enlivens the evening
with his songs and his stories. He
tells of the legend of Kaf al-Jinoun,
a strange rock formation north-
west of the Jebel Acacus, a meeting
place, according to the Tuareg,
who dare not approach the rock,
of the djinn (genies) who haunt
the desert.

The wind picks up and
whistles through the canyons and
then disappears without a trace.
It reminds Sallah of those deadly
winds which carry the cries of a
mysterious wedding party once
lost in the sands but still singing
and dancing as those painted on
the nearby rocks must once have
done. He warns me not to follow
if I should hear them during the
night, for they sing so as to lure
the inquisitive to their world of
death and eternal solitude.

We sleep by the camp fire.
Even Sheikh, whose thin robes
offer scant protection from the
freezing desert night, draws near.

The next morning, after a
breakfast of damper-like bread
cooked beneath the sand and
embers of last night’s fire, Sheikh
quietly takes the wheel and drives
us out over the dunes with
neither a perilous moment nor a
justifiable look of triumph. Sallah
is silent.

Indeed, none of us speak for
we soon leave behind the
mountains to cross a plain of
unending sameness. Our passage
across the end of the earth is
slowed only by the post-
apocalyptic landscape of the
Ocean of Stone late in the
afternoon. Beyond such
nightmarish interludes, during
which travel is slowed to a crawl
across sharp stones, there is
nothing to break the monotony
of the horizon, not even the
temporary solace of a mirage.

Hours later — or is it days? —
we camp amid the sand dunes of
Murzuq Sand Sea, a land of
towering dunes which covers a
territory the size of Switzerland.
Until now, I always believed that
such beauty existed only in the
imagination.

Sallah and I scramble to a
summit to survey this endless
dunescape. I am aware of the
need for silence. It is a pity to
speak, to try and capture in

words the beauty of what we see.
And yet we speak excitedly for

it is the only way we know how to
articulate the beauty of what we
see, as if it will not really be
beautiful unless we say so. We
laugh nervously and speak again
and continue to do so until long
after we are again at ground level.

A day later we bid each other
farewell by the lakes of an equally
epic sea of sand at Ubari.
Surrounded by palm trees and
crescent dunes, by the miracle of
water in the desert’s heart, Sallah
bids a tearful goodbye and rushes

to the car to again do battle with
the sands. Sheikh is already
sitting erect and dignified in the
car as if re-enacting the noble
posture of his forefathers astride
their camels. Aloof and a man
apart to the last, he does not say
goodbye.

The vehicle groans up the
slope, labours for a moment
before reaching the crest of the
dune. Then they are gone. And I
am left alone in my solitude with
the great silence all around, all
the while feeling the
uncontrollable desire to weep.

The secrets of the sandmen

Fast facts

Getting there: Getting There: Alitalia
flies from Melbourne to Tripoli via
Rome for around $2500. Emirates
also flies from Melbourne to Dubai
with connecting flights to Tripoli for
around the same price.
Getting a Libyan Visa:
In order to obtain a visa for Libya,
you must obtain an invitation from a
Libyan tour company and will have to
take a tour (individual or group) for
at least part of your stay. Tour
companies can arrange flights, visas
and all accommodation. The
following are all recommended and
you should contact them at least six
weeks before you plan to travel:
In Libya:
Robban Tourism Services: (tel +218
21 444 8065;
robbantours@hotmail.com)
Arkno Tours: (tel +218 21 444
0737; www.arkno.com)
Azar Libya Travel and Tours: (tel +218
25 24821; Azartours@aol.com)
Outside Libya 
Good international agencies
include:

Exodus: (+44 870 240 5550;
www.exodus.co.uk)
Imaginative Traveller:
(www.imaginative-traveller.com)
Caravanserai Tours: (+44 20 8855
6373; www.caravanserai-tours.com)
Website:
Sahara Overland: (www.sahara-
overland.com) is an excellent
website on travel in the Sahara with
online forums from those who have
recently travelled in Libya and other
Saharan countries.
Further Reading:
South from Barbary, by Justin
Marozzi, describes an epic journey by
camel from Ghadames in the north-
west to the oasis of Al-Kufra in the
south-east.

Wind, Sand and Stars, by
Antoine de Saint-Exupery, is an
existential classic and an unrivalled
evocation of the call of the desert by
the author The Little Prince.

Lonely Planet’s guide to Libya
has extensive practical and historical
information.
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Left: Camel
caravan near
wadi Tashwinat,
Jebel Acacus.
Middle: Millenia-
old Saharan rock
art, Jebel Acacus.
Bottom:
Stunning sand
dune desert
scenery of the
Idehan Ubari
Ubari Sand Sea 
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‘I
T’S critical to get the right
people here.We don’t
want people who look
good, but we want people
who can ski and
snowboard well,” says
Justin Stogdale. “If there’s

an injury, the closest help is 15
minutes away, and that’s by helicopter.
A lot of the time the helicopters can’t
even fly because of bad weather.”

Welcome to skiing on the far side
of the New Zealand Alps.

Stogdale is the operations
manager of the remote, beautiful and
sometimes perilous Invincible
snowfield. It’s expert terrain and the
only shelter is a small hut at 1650
metres with a potbelly stove. Stogdale
is planning on putting up photos of
avalanches in the hut “so people keep
them in the back of their mind”.

“We’ve never had an avalanche on
the front face, where the hut and rope
tow are located,” he says, “but you can
drop down 10 feet on the other side of
the ridge and the whole lot can slide.
That’s why we have ski patrollers. They
can point out the hazards and show
people good and safe lines. They aren’t
there to tell people to slow down.”

The Invincible is set on a 7300-
hectare high-country sheep station
near Glenorchy, via Queenstown. The
station runs thousands of sheep and,
during winter, just 10 skiers at a time.
The skiers are supported by a couple
of patrollers, a guide, an avalanche
expert, and an “admin wench” who will
attend to your credit card.

“We want people who are
prepared to pitch in,” Stogdale says.
“They will need to shovel snow to dig
out the rope tow and they’ll need to do
other bits and pieces.We don’t want
people coming up here and freaking
out or throwing a tanty.”

Access to the Invincible hut is only
by helicopter. “Walking in is not much
fun and there’s avalanche danger —
it’s not an option,” Stogdale says.
Guests are expected to bring sleeping
bag, food, helmet, their own skis or
snowboards, and torch. “A couple of
slabs of beer and some whiskey won’t
hurt either,” he says.

It is Invincible policy that people
wear transceivers and helmets (better
to whack the helmet than have blood
on the tracks). It is also expected that
the people will ski or snowboard in
groups, or at least pairs.

You reach the terrain via a 700-
metre, tractor-powered rope tow that
almost requires a nutcracker to grip.
Stogdale says most people have it
mastered after half a day. The tractor
starts off in fifth gear and cranks up
to eighth when everyone has gained
their confidence. “We’ve had many
skiers and boarders come up who
can’t use a rope tow, but they leave
the happiest people,’’ he says. Once
up the top, there is an endless
expanse of ridge-line skiing, wide-
open bowls, chutes and natural
halfpipes.

There are no opening or closing
times; it’s whatever the group feels
like, within safety guidelines. There

are many stories of skiing well into
the night under moonlight.

Legends are made on this
mountain, and so are legendary
stories. One skier, with a vertical
calculator, is said to have skied the
equivalent of one-and-a-half Everests
in one day.

Despite his tough talk , Justin
Stogdale concedes non-skiers can visit
too, as long as they are prepared to
stay at the hut. “We’ve had a lot of
groups come up for things such as
40th birthdays. There may be four or
five couples and a few of them don’t
ski, so they can sit on the veranda all
day with mulled wine. The sun stays on
the hut most of the day.”

Inside, it’s a cosy set up with the
potbelly the focal point.All the
comforts of home are there, including
a couch, mattresses, pillows, pots,
pans, plates, a big dining table, a gas
lamp, and stacks of candles — oh, and
those avalanche photos.

Groups usually stay for a night or
two but Stogdale says many get
snowed in. “There have been a lot of
times when we have had to send
messages to bosses that people
cannot get back to work because they
are stuck in the snow!”
How much?
Day trip: Group of five is $445 a
head, group of 12 is $315 a head.
Two days and one night: Group of five
is $580 a head, group of 10 is $435
a head.
Three days and two nights: Group of
five is $750 ahead, group of 10 is
$570 a head.
Best snow: End of August to end of
September.
Where: About 50 kilometres by road
via Queenstown and Glenorchy, then
helicopter transfer.
Hazards: Cancelled trips because of
weather (100 per cent refund
provided).
Who should go? The adventurous with
very good skiing or snowboarding skills.
Bookings: Via the website. Invincible
staff like to have a lot of interaction
with potential guests to ensure they
know what they are getting into, so
there will be a flurry of emails or
telephone calls.
More information:
www.invincible.co.nz

Coming events: Two ski expos are
coming to town. The first, organised by
Skimax, features representatives of
resorts in the US, Canada, Japan,
Austria, France and Australia. Prizes
include international snow holidays,
and everyone over 18 will receive
1000 Qantas frequent flyer points.
Wednesday June 15, 5pm to 8pm,
Sofitel Hotel, Collins Street. Free entry.
Details and registration at
www.skimax.com.au. The second expo,
organised by Mogul Ski World,
includes overseas resorts, overseas
holidays to be won, as well as lift
passes and other giveaways.
Wednesday June 22, 6pm to 9pm,
Kooyong Tennis Club, Glenferrie Road.
To register email
reservations@mogulski.com.au.

Danger with a
chilly edge

SKIING
ROBERT UPE
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